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Editorial
Welcome to the June edition of the magazine. The sixth edition already this year.
Following on from last month we have another full edition of the magazine for this month with lots to
read
Mark has supplied some more Tongham Tales, Francis provides the first part of his history of the
Coronation Safari Rally, a really interesting read. Robert has unearthed some pictures of local events
which took place in the 1980’s
We have re-printed another article from the 1994 Special Edition of the magazine, and of course we
continue to publish pictures from the slide collection . It is worth mentioning here that the majority of the
slide collection has been added to the website though captioning them all remains a task. It can be
viewed here : https://guildfordmotorclub.org.uk/?page_id=348
Any reports, anecdotes and articles always gratefully received. Let’s hear what you’ve been up to!
Stay safe
Annette & Robert Clayson

This cutting
turned up whilst
we were doing
some clearing out.
From Motoring
News, as it was
then, we would say
it was from the
early 1980’s.
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Social Calendar

Competition

June 2020
16th Commitee - via conference call
Goodwood Events
Motorsport UK have just announced that
events can restart from 4th July. Restrictions
will still be in place and will need to be
compliant with the Government guidelines.
Naturally some events will be easier to run
than others in the current situation.

Brooklands Events -

GMC Goodies
The following GMC Goodies are available from Mark
Feeney, just phone him or speak to him at Clubnights
Car Badges (Enamel)

£30.00

Membership Fees
Full Membership

£15.00

Family Membership

£20.00

Windscreen Sticker

£1.50

Club Badge (Self
Adhesive)

£1.00

GMC Leather Key Ring

£1.50

Pro-rata Membership for new members joining
after 1st July

GMC Mugs

£2.00

Full Membership

GMC Polo Shirts (White)

£15.00

GMC Sweat Shirts (Green)

£20.00

Romers, Clear or White
plastic

£6.00

GMC Ice Scrapers

£2.00

GMC Pens

Family Membership

£2.50

£7.50
£10.00

Website and Social Media

3 for a £1.00

Contact Information
Follow this link for our contact information.
In Tune

Associate Membership

Website: www.guildfordmotorclub.org.uk
facebook: www.facebook.com/guildfordmotorclub
instagram: https://www.instagram.com/
guildfordmotorclub
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Tongham Tales part 2.
The expensive driveway ornament is still pretty much an ornament, although we have done a
few miles in it – it’s up to 35 now. They were legitimate journeys as approved by the powers
that be, on medical grounds. The MPW (Miles per Wash) is the lowest I’ve ever known at
11.6. Normally, I get at least 500 MPW out of my cars, except when I had the TR7, and that
was about 60 on average, depending on it finishing an event or failing halfway through.
One day, we’ll get to give it a good run out.
We were planning to take it to the Llyn Peninsular in Welsh Wales in July but have had to
cancel that. The holiday letting company decided that they wouldn’t issue a credit note, and
we couldn’t give them a firm date as to when we could re-arrange our visit, so we lost the
deposit and vowed never to use Sykes Cottages again. (Along with a good number of others, if
the press reports are anything to go by!)
Back in the garage, I managed to get the indicators on the Sunbeam working again, albeit,
intermittently – as they should. I didn’t find anything, just tried the switch a few times and
they started working. Probably just a bit of dirt on the contacts.
I suppose the next thing will be the bodywork. It has loads of micro-blisters and a rusty patch
on the front NS. Maybe I’ll flat it back and give it a puﬀ over. All I need to do is work out
which colour Red it is. There’s an Automotive paint shop just down the road, so, when they
open, I’ll get them to make up small amounts of Carnival Red and Signal Red to see which is
closest.
As I’m writing this, I should be looking forward to the David Roscoe Memorial Dimanche
Tour in a couple of day’s time. I should also be going out tonight to marshal on the Cranleigh
12 car, and just be getting back from watching Surrey beat Somerset at Cricket in Guildford.
This Covid-19 has a lot to answer for.
Last month, I mentioned that a review
of Old Dairy ales might be in the oﬃng.
Well, I can confirm that a box of 12
bottles of Tenterden’s finest frothing
ales did indeed arrive. As did a ‘Pub in a
Box’ from the world-famous Black
Sheep Brewery in Masham.
Both of these breweries are worth a visit
should you be passing. The Old Dairy is
located in some newish buildings in
what was the sidings of the railway
station. This is a heritage steam railway,
so there’s plenty to see.
In Tune
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The Black Sheep brewery is in the old Theakstons buildings and is quite imposing. These guys
are mass producers in comparison to the old Dairy. They have a licensed bar, retail area and
an hotel for those imbibing a little too much on, and after, a brewery tour.
So, on with the review, as promised last month. I’ve had several of the beers in this shot and
can confirm that they are very nice indeed. Some are stronger than others, some are pale, and
some are light. I’ve even had a Stout, which I normally avoid.
Mark

Found in Lockdown -1
One of the benefits of being confined to home at the moment has been that I have been able
to make inroads into my slide collection and continue scanning the photographs in. A
longwinded process it has been worth it, although I have only scratched the surface! So this
initial selection is from an event held in the early 80’s and I seem to recall these pictures are
from the Yateley stage.
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The Coronation Safari. Part 1

Early Pioneering!

Daring and adventurous safaris have ever been part of
the way of life in East Africa.
In the late 1920’s it was quite feasible to journey by
motor car on The Great North Road from Nairobi to
Cape Town. Traﬃc was negligible, political barriers
were few and there was virtually no constraint on
motor sportsmen of the time who wished to indulge
their sense of adventure.
L.D. Galton-Fenzie, who, in 1919 had founded the Royal
East African Automobile Association (REAAA), had
pioneered a route from Nairobi to Mombasa in a 1926 Riley.
The trip had taken 15 days, having to hack a track through
the bush between Voi and MacKinnon Road. He also
surveyed the road from Nairobi through Babati to Dodoma,
later to become a notoriously diﬃcult and often very muddy
section in the future
Safaris. Eventually,
Galton-Fenzie had
pioneered the whole
of The Great North
Road from Nairobi
to Cape Town - a
fortnight’s drive at
that time.

Langa Langa , Skoda Special leads an
XK120.

It is not surprising
then that there were
as many as 41 cars at
the start of the first
open road race from
East African Standard, sponsor of the Coronation Safari.
Nairobi to
Johannesburg on 26th October, 1936. This 2800
mile race was won by ’Fairly’ Engelbrecht and Gordon Goby,
in a Hudson Terraplane in 62 hours and 44 minutes at an
average speed of 44.6 mph. During the race the Terraplane
collided with a leopard at night in Tanganyika. The longest
distance between available fuel points was 600 miles. The
previous fastest time for the journey had been 6 days
Line up at start of 1936 Nairobi —
Johannesburg Race.

In Tune
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Engelbrecht, together with Gordon Goby, were
later to become regular competitors in early
Safaris.
Within the concept of this race, the longest race
in the world at the time, was perhaps the very
earliest germ of The East African Safari Rally.
Motor sport was very much alive and well in
Kenya. The 3.3 mile perimeter track around a
former WW11 military barracks at Langa Langa,
Gilgil, outside Nairobi had become a regular race
track drawing on an amazing array of race cars,
sports cars and specials of the day. (Loyal
spectators, like the Carlisle-Kitz family attended
almost every meeting, enjoying the thrills, the
sounds, the smell of Castrol R, developing the
passion for motor sport and learning that it was
also a dangerous pastime as there were,
unfortunately, a number of accidents and
fatalities on the track in front of the spectators.)

1936 Race Ford V8 Pilot.
Langa Langa Race Track.

In 1950 Nairobi received its charter as a City, and
to celebrate the event a young Nairobi broadcaster,
businessman and motor sport enthusiast, Eric Cecil together
with Frank Marek drove Cecil’s Skoda from Nairobi to Cape
Town and back again, delivering letters of greeting from
Nairobi’s Mayor to Mayors of southern towns en route. The
fact that, on his return, Cecil was able to boast the fastest
recorded time for the return journey, of 6 days, was too much
for his cousins, Neil and Donald Vincent.

Skoda Special.

Once again, the Vincent brothers, “fed up with
racing round in circles at Langa Langa”, set oﬀ
together for Cape Town in a standard Vauxhall
Velox. They made the return journey, the real race,
from Cape Town to Nairobi, beating Cecil’s time,
in 92 hours and 11 minutes - a record which they
still hold today!
Thus, by 1950, the concept of a long distance Safari
in the heart of Africa was truly engendered.
However, it was not until Easter 1953 and a great
In Tune
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Great motor sportsmen!

Opel Kapitan 1953 Safari, H.L. Field and J. O.

deal of negotiations and beers round the table at Limuru Club, a regular watering hole outside
Nairobi for Eric Cecil, the Vincent brothers and other motor sport participants, that finally,
the RAC was persuaded to delegated its authority regarding motor sport in East Africa to the
REAAA. Cecil, competitions chairman of the REAAA, was now free to go ahead and
organise a gruelling, long distance rally which really tested both man and motor in the very
harshest of terrain in Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika.
Since Princess Elizabeth had been in Kenya when she ascended to the throne and her
subsequent coronation was in 1953, the first long distance motoring event finally
masterminded by Eric Cecil, was named the Coronation Safari. There were 57 crews at the
start. Half were ‘ privateers’, the remainder ‘trade’ entries. What dealer could aﬀord not to
take part in this unique opportunity of showing the public how well an oﬀ-the-peg sample of
his range could perform over 2000 miles of bush roads.
The East African Standard newspaper was ecstatic: “ Up and down, up and down they will go;
from sea level and sanity to the rarified atmosphere of close on 10,000 feet - enough to make
a carburettor specialist tear his hair out by the roots and ask for an immediate transfer to the
tractor department. Fortissimo must be the goal; piano the cautionary watchword and a
blend of cool courage and calculated discretion the overall requirement of success.”
Rules for the Safari forbade any form of advertising, as in all motor sport at the time. It was
only in 1956 that sponsor advertising was permitted despite its refusal by the RAC - Eric
Cecil, known as ‘Bwana Safari’ went ahead with it regardless. Regulation E4 for the 1956

KBH 123 the big Tatra of Preston Sr. and Marwaha.

In Tune
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Coronation Safari read simply “There are no restrictions on advertising.” This was the first
time any form of advertising was seen on vehicles in any motor sport event worldwide.
In 1953 had to be completely standard and unmodified, Standard Touring Saloons which were
available for sale in East Africa. Rules were simple, though they did not allow for an overall
winner. Cars were classified by ‘retail showroom prices’, each class having to complete the
rally over an average speed. Class A: 43 mph. Class B: 46 mph. Class C: 49 mph. Class D: 52
mph. Arrival times at controls were based on maintaining these average speeds over the entire
2000 miles of the route.
The first entry received was from Peter Davies, well known for his polished handling of a
500cc Cooper at Langa Langa. Entries poured in from motoring heroes and giants of the day.
Names like Vic Preston (Sr), Kenya’s Motor cycle champion, ‘Fairly’ Engelbrecht and Gordon
Goby this time in a Ford Prefect, Jimmy Feeney the Peugeot agent in Tanganyika,
(Tanganyika Motors), Neil Vincent the Vauxhall agent in Kenya and Tanganyika, (Bruce
Motors), John Manussis reputedly amongst the very most dare-devil of drivers, Johnny Boyes
an adventurous up-country farmer and Mohamed Iqbal, winner of a recent 100 mile race at
Langa Langa. And names appeared on the entry list which were to become so familiar in
future years: Nick Nowicki, Bill Fritschy, Jim Cardwell, Jamil Din, Morris Temple-Boreham,
Cliﬀ Collinge and the Marwaha brothers.
The first Safari experienced the full variety of weather East Africa can oﬀer in the rainy
season. From Iringa in central Tanganyika, the most southerly leg, the route turned
northwards, heading for Korogwe, Voi and Nairobi. At Kilosa the skies really opened and the
route was reduced in minutes to an absolute quagmire of mud, in places several feet deep!
Cars floundered and the heavier ones sank axel-deep in the flooded black-cotton soil. These
conditions continued to the Korogwe Control, and oﬃcials there must have been amazed and
relieved to see anyone come through. Some of the cars were so thoroughly bogged-down that
they took several days to get out!
That was the stuﬀ of which the
Coronation Safari was made.
Eventually 16 heroic crews
arrived back in Nairobi. First
back and winner of Class D were
Manussis and Boyes. They had
covered the route in 42 hours and
57 minutes at an average speed of
45.6 mph. The car was a huge
Chevrolet which was Boyes’ daily
drive and farm car. Their time
was 297 minutes behind Class D
target, and at 10 points per
In Tune
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The only female entry and a finisher!

minute late, their points loss was therefore 2970.
Only 3 hours behind the Chevrolet was the sixth car home, the 1200cc Volkswagen of Dix
and Larsen. They were Winners of Class A by a huge margin of 67 minutes, and only 17
minutes behind their scheduled Class A time. Their points loss was therefore a negligible 170.
Surely, this amazing drive must make them the ‘real’ winners.
Class D was won by D.P. Marwaha and Vic Preston Sr. driving an enormous V8 Tatra 600
Tetraplan (KBH 123) losing 3210 points. Nick Nowicki and Jimmy Feeney each driving a
Peugeot 203 were 5th and 7th with 2630 and 3610 points lost respectively.
Other cars to finish this first Safari Included another VW Beetle, a Standard Vanguard, three
Mk1 Ford Zephyrs, an Austin A40, a Humber Hawk, two Mercedes-Benz 170 Diesels, an
Opel Kapitan an an Austin A70.
The attrition rate in Safaris and subsequent Rallies has
always been very high.

The prized badge.

Despite the dubiety and confusions within the final results
of the first Safari, it became an annual event, an undoubted
success arousing widespread enthusiasm, and, in time, an
African Classic.
Rules changed, the Safari cars were later classed by engine
capacity, advertising altered the appearance of cars after
1956, motor car design and build improved, perhaps due to
the experience of such events and, interestingly, despite fast
growing outside interest and increasing attempts by drivers
and crews from Europe and later Asia, the coveted trophy
continued to be won by local drivers for the next 19 years.
Francis.
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From the Slide Collection
This quartet of pictures is from a VSCC event which was based locally at Charterhouse, they date
from February 1964.

Reprints
We continue this month revisiting past magazines. Around 1994 we published a special
edition of the magazine with a number of articles which had been included in previous
editions. This month we have a report on the Bullnose Rally which ran in 1992 from Steve
Cole.

The Bullnose Rally 1992
By Steve Cole
This was the third year that l have done this event, which has, in the past, used the Cotswolds
and, inevitably, quite a few whites. This year the event moved further south and east, starting
at Witney in Oxfordshire before moving into Berkshire, Hampshire and, briefly, Wiltshire. As
last year, Guildford was represented by two crews out of the total of 55 cars, with the second

In Tune
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GMC 205 being that of Gavin and Steve, who were doing their first ever road rally. As we
were running 38 minutes ahead of them on the road we didn't see them at all until the finish.
Road Rallies (navigational or otherwise) are required by law to run at an average speed of no
more than 30 mph. To avoid competitors simply driving round the course without dropping
time, most events use a ‘Plot and Bash’ format, which means that a handout containing the
navigation for a section of route is handed to the navigator at the start of that section. The
crew then have to plot and drive the route, while collecting any passage checks along it.
Diﬀerent organisers adopt diﬀerent methods of making it harder to clean sections: some
people use tricky navigation, but this is becoming less popular. as it usually means that
novices (who naturally have the same information as everyone else) find it diﬃcult to solve
some of the navigation, and end up having to miss some of the route (One problem with Plot
and Bash events is that if you are unable to solve a piece of navigation, you will be unable to
find the next control, where you should get the next handout).
For the Bullnose the organisers used several legal means of making it harder to clean: all the
sections were fairly short, with none of more than 4 miles, which meant that the navigational
handouts came thick and fast: timing was from the point at which the car passed the Control
board, so by the time you had reached the Marshal and had your time card signed, you had
already lost around fifteen seconds and then the navigational handouts were all in individual
envelopes, and opening these naturally took some more seconds. We normally stop to plot
the route, but with the short sections used on this event there was insuﬃcient time, so Bob
had to plot most of the route on the move. Most of the navigation was relatively
straightforward, so this was possible, although we still stopped when the navigation was by
grid references as these are too easy to get wrong in a moving car.
ln preparation for this year's event l had spent a great deal of time fitting additional
equipment to the car (a map light) in the hope that we would be more competitive, and with
the first competitive section starting only about a mile from the start, Bob was quickly faced
with three almost insurmountable problems: how do you open the envelopes, how do you
close windows which are not electric and how do you tum on the map light?
Most of the first half was cleanable, especially the early Oxfordshire roads, which are quite
quick. As the route moved south it used the roads around Walbury Hill which are slower than
those up to that point, and this meant that, even with straightforward navigation, it became
much harder to clean each section. We reached a control where Henry and Nigel Mollett
were marshalling just as the clock moved on to the minute we wanted and managed, by the
skin of our teeth, to lose no more time before petrol. At that point several of the top crews
were still clean. while we had dropped six minutes, but we expected harder navigation in the
second half of the event, so anything could still happen.
The early sections after the midway petrol halt were not too bad, but were tight enough for
us to drop some time. Then things started to get tough: an otherwise fairly fast and
straightforward section saw the route use the Thatcham ford, which is about 75 metres across
In Tune
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and starts oﬀ about 9 inches deep before dropping sharply to about twice that depth. A large
crowd of spectators had assembled, and 3 four wheel drive oﬀ-roaders were there ready to pull
people out. We went straight in in second. thinking it didn‘t look too bad, but when it
suddenly got deeper the bow wave shot straight over the bonnet and over the windscreen,
which is quite unnerving. The car drove straight through without a problem, but many others
did drown out: some were able to drive out on the starter, while others needed a tow. A little
while later we found the route almost blocked by car 1 who had drowned out in the ford,
restarted in the middle and carried on, only to get the car wedged across the road while
attempting to handbrake around a small grass triangle.
Our biggest cause of lost time on the night was the lack of electric windows, as each time we
left a control, Bob (who is not used to such primitive devices as handles) spent ages closing
the windows before he could start plotting. By the finish we had dropped 26 minutes, which
was enough to keep us out of the top places, but as we had found all of the controls and
codeboards there was a chance of us getting into the top ten, and therefore improve on our
seeding! All in all it had been a very well run event, with the organisers finding enough
marshals to man about sixty controls, and a route that used very few of the whites that have
featured on this event in the past.

Found in Lockdown -2

This time
from a hill
climb held in
the grounds of
Rotherfield
Park, near
Alton. This
Farnborough
and DMC
event ran over
a number of
years from
1988.

These pictures
are from the
inaugural
event.
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